
, meaning that procedures are first-class values that can be p

for control flow is the procedure

At the somewhat superficial level of concrete syntax, it differs in allowing infix notation
in addition to the prefix (s-expression) notation of Scheme. A more significant difference

ly, a finite set of assumptions.

a formula of first-order logic: either an atomic formula, or a
mulas, or a quantification. We will describe these in greater



specifically to compute with terms and sentences.



to an infinite loop), or it might

from names (identifiers) to values. For instance, if we are wo

, which is a finite collection of function symbols and their si

se specification of the syntax
); a precise specification of the set of values



efly

Deductions will be briefly

r from start to finish.

before continuing to other chapters. (Also, at least the first five exercises are very strongly

a chunk of Athena code in a file, say
that entire file, processing the inputs sequentially from the top of the file to the bottom as

in that manner. The file extension
it suffices to write

can be given a file name as a command-line argument, and the file

commands can themselves appear inside files. If the command



Inside a file, the character

in a file



prefix
infix book we generally use infix

specifies the s-expression

al Athena identifier

is an identifier and the

in some ways more flexible) form of overloading, described in

4 An identifier in Athena is pretty much any nonempty string of

as a variable ranging over the set of identifiers.



. The two forms are equivalent, though the first is simpler and



Function symbols are first-class data values in Athena. They
fiers, passed to procedures as arguments and returned as resu

ramifications.



ified individual of some sort, but that is just a vague intuiti
“unspecified individual” after all? It is more precise to say

, for any identifier



. Such an application is generally written in prefix form
though see the remarks below about infix notation for binary a



. The first one is a

. The functionality of the remaining five procedures

dures without a fixed arity).



The infix-friendly identifier is globally defined as an alias for

relation can be inductively defined through a number of simpl

Inductive definitions like this one can readily be turned int



had been read in batch mode from a file

A binary function symbol can always be used in infix, that is, b



Even though users may enter terms in infix, Athena always prints output terms in full prefix

Prefix notation is generally better for output because it is e



and modified. By default, every binary function symbol assoc

tly specified with the directives

Infix notation can be used not just for function symbols, but f



ough one of the five

Prefix mode Infix mode

One can use any connective or its synonym in either prefix or infix mode, although,
by convention, the synonyms are typically used in infix mode.
always writes output sentences in prefix. In infix mode, prece

would be required in prefix

connectives, but briefly, conjunction binds tighter than di
hest precedence of all five



Prefix Infix

can define their own abbreviations and use them in either prefix or infix mode. For

When written in prefix, conjunctions and disjunctions can be

3. Quantified sentences. There are two quantifiers in Athena,
tified sentence is of the form is a quantifier,

of the quantification, representing the
quantified variable is written in prefix, but,

Quantifier Prefix Infix



e the sort of the quantified vari-

ated the quantified variable

) is written entirely in infix, we did not have to insert

quantified sentence:



Typically, however, when we write sentences in infix we omit a
parentheses as possible. In full prefix notation we would wri

. Note that in prefix we typically omit the dot imme-
diately before the body of the quantified sentence.

As a shorthand for iterated occurrences of the same quantifie
for a quantifier

Another shorthand exists for prefix applications of
. In infix

In addition, all five sentential constructors can accept a

We inductively define the



is a quantified sentence, then every subsentence of the body i

As was the case with subterms, this definition too can be easil

tified subsentence of , for some quantifier



poses. Alpha-conversion, and specifically

accidentally bound by quantifiers inside

is to first alpha-rename



We close this section with a tabular summary of Athena’s prefix and infix notations for
first-order logic sentences vis-à-vis corresponding synt

Athena prefix Athena infix

Un. quantifications:

Ex. quantifications:

2.5 Definitions

Definitions let us give a name to a value and then subsequently

is any identifier and is a phrase denoting the value that we want to define. Once
a definition has been made, the defined value can be referred to



, which means that new definitions override older ones:

an easily define names for

definition:

Because logical connectives and quantifiers are also regula
as a universal quantifier, we


